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Introduction
This revision booklet should aid you in ensuring you revise correctly
for the summer examinations.
What happens if I would like a hard copy?
You will be able to download a copy from the website on the Senior
page.
How can I best prepare for the examinations?
Create a revision timetable. Work out how many subjects you have
and what time you can use for revision. Try and keep to your
timetable to ensure you allow time for each subject.
When you are revising, ensure you drink lots of water, take regular
breaks and eat healthy snacks to keep your energy up and brain
engaged.
What do I need to bring to the examinations?
You will need to have a see-through pencil case and have your
calculator, protractor, compass as well as the usual pencil, rubber,
ruler and pens. Make sure you have several pens in case one runs
out. You will need to write in BLACK ink. If you have extra time, please
bring another colour to change to.
How do I revise?
There are lots of different ways to revise. Everyone will learn
information in a different way so try different techniques and see
which you find easiest. Use the Study Skills techniques and have a
look at the ones provided by Mrs Stephens on the next few pages.
Finally – make sure you eat breakfast and get to bed early.
GOOD LUCK!
Mrs T Evans

REVISION IDEAS (Thank you Mrs Stephens and Rob from Study Skills!)

Spider Diagrams and Mind Maps
 Choose a topic
 Make a spider diagram of everything you can already remember.
 Put your topic title in the middle of a large page and then write down
all the things you can remember to do with it. Let one idea lead on
to another idea.
You can add keywords and pictures to help make your mind map more
memorable!
 Talk through your Mind Map to a friend or parent.
 Practise closing your eyes and visualising your Mind Map.
 Talk it through in your head.

Highlighting Keywords
 As you read through your notes, highlight the keywords or phrases e.g.
Nominative
 After reading, write down the keywords and phrases on a separate piece of
paper.
 Check that you have remembered them all.
 Talk them through, explaining to a friend or parent.

Mnemonics
These are rhymes/acronyms which help some people remember key points.
Try making some up for things you find difficult to remember.
E.g. How to recognise and translate the Imperfect tense in Latin =
Mr Imperfect was collecting honey from his bees.
If a verb has a b in it, you translate as was …ing
e.g. sedebat = he was sitting.

Visualisation
Make a picture or diagram with all the information on a
topic. Make the picture as funny as you can, using lots of
colour. Make it MEMORABLE like this example.

Games
If you find vocabulary difficult to remember, for example, then making
“matching pairs” games can be helpful. This is something that can be done
throughout the year and played with regularly. Even when you are making the
game, you are revising.

Working through examples, questions
After reminding yourself of the grammar, look at previous examples you have
translated and have a go at others. Look at previous examples and question
that you have answered throughout the year. Some subjects will have
websites
you
can
visit
like
this
Latin
one
(https://www.clc.cambridgescp.com/home-clc) to see if you have got the
answers right!

Most importantly, check you have a positive attitude
towards your examination performance.
Positivity will allow your brain to absorb more.

Year 8 ENGLISH Examination
The summer examination will follow the same format as the GCSE Language
examination. The exam board have provided tailored examinations for Years 79. The exam is one hour and fifteen minutes long.
It is strongly recommended that you bring highlighters to the examination as
well as your usual black pens.
You will be marked on how well you can meet the assessment objectives.
These are reading and writing skills we have already begun to learn and master
in class, and are as follows:
Reading:
AO1 = Interpreting meanings from a text. (Do you understand what it is about,
and also, what the writer is implying?) Can you also find key facts?
A02 = Language and Structure. Here, you are tested on your ability to not only
identify a writer’s choice of words, methods or techniques in an extract, but you
should also be able to comment upon the effect of these on you, the reader.
AO4 = Critical evaluation of the text - can you identify and evaluate useful
quotations to show that you have understood?
The reading section is worth 32 marks.
Writing:
AO5= You will be marked on how convincingly you can write an imaginative,
coherent, cohesive description or short story for which you will have a picture
as stimulus. (24 marks)
AO6 = SPaG (technical accuracy). You should use a range of vocabulary and
punctuation. (16 marks)
The writing section is worth 40 marks.
Outline of each question:
Question 1: This will be based on a section of an extract and it will ask you to list
four true things about a person, place or thing. (AO1)
Question 2: This will ask you to look at the writer’s use of language and how it
makes you feel, based on short sections in an extract. (AO2)
Question 3: (We will not be asking you to do this question in the summer
examination)

Question 4: This is a statement based on the text about which you will have to
argue your own point of view – agree or disagree (AO4)
Question 5: Writing task. This will either be a story or a piece of descriptive
writing. (AO5 and AO6)
Revision recommendations
1. Use your CGP SpAg books and revise everything we have covered this
year. This will help secure good marks on AO6.
2. Learn your spellings.
3. Read through your exercise book and revise how to structure a PEE
paragraph.
4. Practise your descriptive writing techniques. Try this task:
Write a description as suggested by this picture:

Be sure to include the following in your written tasks:
-

Strong verbs and interesting adjectives
Appeal to the reader’s senses
Imagery – i.e, personification, metaphor, simile
Different types of punctuation for effect
Varying the length of your sentences
Structuring your piece using paragraphs

This resource lists the most commonly misspelt words that you should learn:
http://www.geoffbarton.co.uk/files/studentresources/English_GCSE_Masterclass/Essential-Spellings-for-GCSE.pdf
Good Luck!

Mrs Mayes, Mrs G.Roberts and Mrs N.Roberts

Year 8 MATHEMATICS Examination

There will be two papers, which will form the end of year assessments in Mathematics.
Both papers will be 60 minutes long. The first paper will be one in which a calculator is
not allowed. The second paper will be one where a calculator is allowed. There are two
versions of the papers: one covering levels 4 to 6, and one covering levels 5 to 7. It is
expected that students in the lower set will take the papers covering levels 4 to 6; and
that students in the higher set will take the papers covering levels 5 to 7.
Essential equipment for these assessments is: a black ink pen or biro, a pencil (with
sharpener and rubber), a ruler (15 cm long), compasses, protractor, scientific calculator
(for the second paper). In addition it is a good idea to have a long ruler (30 cm marked
with cm and mm).
The papers will assess a wide variety of mathematical knowledge. It is not possible to
produce an exhaustive list of topics. However, the MyMaths web site is a good place to
find material for revision.
The best way to revise Mathematics is to try to solve mathematical problems and
questions. When help is needed the MyMaths web site will prove useful. I suggest that
you should visit
www.mymaths.co.uk
and login with “manorhouse” and “circle” as the login and password details (do not type
the quotation marks).
You may then login using your own individual ID which was given in Mathematics
lessons. Then select the Booster lessons. Inside this menu you can select FourBoosters
for help and practice with topics at level 4, or SixBoosters for help and practice with
topics at level 6.
Another good revision site is
www.emaths.co.uk
Under Student Resources you will find Key Stage 3 SAT Past Papers. These contain
questions which are similar to the ones that you will meet in the assessments. There
are mark schemes here as well as question papers so that you can mark the work that
you have done.
Also for the most able in set 1 the site
www.corbettmaths.com
has video clips explaining many of the topics covered this year (although be aware it
also includes topics which will be covered in the course during Years 9, 10 and 11).

Year 8 PHYSICS Examination
You will have 40 minutes to complete the examination paper and you will only
be tested on Year 8 work. You will be expected to bring a pencil, ruler, calculator
and protractor to your examination.
The Topics to revise are:
SOUND pages 74 to 78
LIGHT pages 57 to 65
SPACE pages 97 to 105
You should make good use of your revision guide, exercise book and also the
end of topic tests. Read the notes in your exercise book. Use the Internet for
revision. BBC Bitesize is a good site.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks3bitesize/science
You need to check against the revision guide to find out exactly what you need
to know and what you do not need to include in your revision.
SOUND
Know how sound is produced by vibrations of particles, and
cannot travel through a vacuum.
Know the difference between loudness and pitch and their
relationship to amplitude and frequency. Be able to interpret
diagrams showing sound waves on an oscilloscope screen.
Know that sounds of a very high frequency are inaudible to us but some animals
can hear them.
Light travels much faster than sound.
LIGHT
Know how a ray of light reflects off an object into your eye. Be
able to draw ray diagrams of light reflected in a plane mirror,
showing the normal, incident and reflected rays and the angles
of incidence and reflection. Remember all light rays are marked with an arrow
giving their direction.
Know that light is refracted when it hits a more or less dense transparent
medium. Remember a ray of light bends towards the normal when it goes from
air into water or glass and away from the normal when it travels from water or
glass into air. Be able to draw ray diagrams showing refraction.

Know that when white light goes through a prism it is split (dispersed) in to a
spectrum of light. Know these colours and their order – ROYGBIV.
Know that when light goes through colour filters, the filter will only let its own
colour through, the other colours are absorbed. Know that we see green objects
as green because they reflect the green part of the spectrum and absorb the
other colours and so on with the other primary colours.
SPACE
To be able to explain day, night, years and seasons in terms of planets and their
orbits/rotations.

Be able to explain the phases of the moon in terms of the movement of the
moon in relation to the earth and the sun.
Be able to explain the difference between natural and artificial satellites. List the
uses of artificial satellites. Have an understanding of the differences between
geostationary and low-polar satellites.
Be able to explain the difference between mass and weight. Using data, be able
to calculate weight on different planets.
Remember the order of the planets in the solar system and be able to explain
patterns using data given.
How Science Works
You need to be able to interpret graphs and tables to say what
they are showing.
You need to understand the need for control variables in an
experiment to make it a fair test.
You need to be able to identify what is being changed in an experiment – the
independent variable, and what is being measured as the result of that change
– the dependent variable.

Year 8 BIOLOGY Examination
You will have 40 min to complete the examination paper. It will contain written
questions and you will only be tested on Year 8 work.
The Topics to revise are:
ASEXUAL AND SEXUAL REPRODUCTION pages 43 to 49 and 56-61.
RESPIRATION pages 16 to 18.
PHOTOSYNTHESIS pages 53-55
ECOSYSTEMS pages 66-70
You should make good use of your textbook and exercise book. Use the Internet
for revision. BBC Bitesize is a good site at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects
Look at the following areas at BBC Bitesize KSS Biology
1.ASEXUAL AND SEXUAL REPORDUCTION
To know that all living organisms, including plants, reproduce and to understand
the differences between asexual and sexual reproduction.
To understand how pollination takes place in plants and the importance and
structure of flowers. You should be able to label a flower diagram.
To know how fertilisation takes place in a plant and understand how seeds and
fruits are formed. Plus to understand how seeds are dispersed.
To label diagrams of both the human male and female gametes and how
fertilisation takes place.
To understand the menstrual cycle and the changes that occur during
pregnancy.
The stages of gestation and how to ensure a healthy pregnancy.
To understand the three stages of birth.
2. PHOTOSYNTHESIS
To represent photosynthesis as a word equation and know how to test a leaf for
starch.
To identify the raw materials and products of photosynthesis and explain that
light is the energy source for photosynthesis.

To know the plant cell structure of a leaf, including stomata and be able to label
them on a diagram.
To describe how cells in the leaf are adapted for photosynthesis and cells in the
root are adapted for taking in water and minerals.
To know how and which gases are exchanged in plants.

3. RESPIRATION AND THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
To know that oxygen is required for aerobic respiration and that oxygen and
glucose are transported in the blood.
To know that respiration is a chemical reaction that releases energy and it
occurs in the cells of all living things.
To label and position on a diagram the parts of the respiratory breathing system.
To know the difference between aerobic and anaerobic respiration.
To distinguish between breathing and respiration.
To explain how the changes in the respiratory system bring about breathing.
To understand what asthma is and how it affects breathing.
To describe the negative health effects associated with smoking.
To be able to describe the circulatory system and what blood is made up of.
To know the basic structure of the heart and what it does.
4. ECOSYSTEMS
Be able to recall the meanings of the words ecosystem, population, community,
habitat, biotic and abiotic factors.
To explain how the abiotic factors in a habitat influence the biotic factors (what
organisms live there).
To recall what a food chain shows and build food chains and webs.
To explain why the organisms in a habitat are interdependent and why the
numbers of organisms normally decrease at each stage in a food chain.

Year 8 CHEMISTRY Examination

You will have 40 minutes to complete the examination paper.
The Topics to revise are:






Atoms, elements, compounds and mixtures
The Periodic table
Reactions of Metals
Acids and Alkalis
Investigations

You should make good use of your study and question book, exercise book,
Showbie and also the two end of topic tests you have done.
You also have the revision resources you made throughout the year so should
be spending time using them not necessarily making new ones!

On your iPads use:
The Internet for revision. BBC Bitesize is a good site at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks3bitesize/science Look at the section on atoms,
elements and the periodic table.
You have the KS3 Science App too.
The pages listed here are from your Study and Question book (orange).

Atoms, Elements and Mixtures Pages 16-23
You should be able to identify elements and compounds from a list of
chemicals.
You should know the difference between atoms, compounds and mixtures.
You should be able to calculate the number of elements or atoms in a
substance.

The Periodic table Pages 30-36
You should be able to show where the alkali metals,
transition metals, halogens, noble gases and semimetals are found on the periodic table.
You should be able to give the properties of the
elements of metals and non-metals. (Properties –
what they are like and how they behave)

Metal reactions Pages 41-42, 49, 58-65
You should know how to use the reactivity series.
You should know how the reactivity series is put together.
You should know how metals react with water, acids and oxygen.
You should be able to describe reactions in terms of
displacement.
You should be able to describe the test and results for hydrogen, carbon dioxide
and oxygen.

Acids and Alkalis Pages 52-56
You should be able to identify solutes, solvents and solutions.
You should be able to describe and explain filtration, evaporation,
chromatography and distillation

How Science Works Skills Pages 2-6
You need to make sure you are happy with the work we
have done this year on planning, gathering data and
presenting data.
You need to be happy with naming pieces of equipment
and knowing their uses.

Year 8 FRENCH Examination
Speaking: during week before half term
Listening, Reading & Writing: in exam week
Speaking – based on the language in Studio 2, Module 2.
You will take part in a short role play, then you will answer some further
questions about a trip to a city in the past, using the perfect tense, based on the
language in Module 2.
You will prepare a list of language that will be useful in class beforehand.
Use the vocabulary pages at the end of Module 2 to revise.
Listening
A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or words from a
choice, on a range of topics from Studio 1 Module 5 & Studio 2, Modules 1 – 2.
Topics are holidays, cinema, television, reading, Paris, sightseeing. Use the
vocabulary pages at the end of each chapter to revise.
Reading
A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or words from a
choice, on a range of topics from Studio 1 Module 5 & Studio 2, Modules 1 – 2.
Topics are the same as for the listening.
Writing
Topic – Holidays/Trips/Free Time
Tasks:
One piece of short writing
One piece of longer writing
Translation of short sentences from English to French.
You will need to write in the present, past tense and future tenses. You will need
to use time phrases for the present, past and future. You will need to use
adjectives with the correct agreement. Don’t forget to include opinions, reasons
and connectives!
You will be writing about what you do in your free time, what you did last
weekend perhaps and what you are going to do next weekend for example. You
will be able to use any of the language you have learnt from Studio 1 Module 5 &
Studio 2 Modules 1 -2.
We will practise all the question types in class first, and look at what and how to
revise.
You have worked hard and will be able to show off how much you have learnt!
Bonne chance!

Year 8 GERMAN Examination
Speaking: during the week before half term
Listening, Reading & Writing: in exam week
Speaking – based on the language in Stimmt! 2 Kapitel 3
You will take part in a short role play based on the language in Kapitel 3 (food
and being healthy) then you will answer some questions for yourself on the
same topic.
You will prepare a list of language that will be useful in class beforehand.
Use the vocabulary pages at the end of the chapter to revise.
Listening
A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or words from a
choice, on a range of topics from Stimmt! 2 Kapitel 1 - 3
Topics are holidays, free time, food and being healthy. Use the vocabulary pages
at the end of each chapter to revise.
Reading
A variety of task types eg. ticking boxes, selecting pictures or words from a
choice, on a range of topics from Stimmt! 2 Kapitel 1 - 3
Topics are the same as for the listening.
Writing
Topic – Stimmt! 2 Kapitel 1- 3.
Tasks:
One piece of short writing
One piece of longer writing
Translation of short sentences from English to German
You will need to write in the past tense, about things you have done and a place
you have been to. You will also need to say what it was like. You should revise
everything we have done on the perfect and imperfect tenses! You will be able to
use the future tense if you feel confident about trying it. You will need opinions,
extended and justified where possible.
We will practise all the question types in class first, and look at what and how to
revise.
You have worked hard and will be able to show off how much you have learnt!
Viel Glück!
Herr Jones

Year 8 SPANISH Examination
Speaking: week before half term
Listening, Reading & Writing: in exam week
Speaking – Topics: My home, My Town, Free time, Holidays - based on the
language in Modules 4, 5 and 6 of Mira 1 and from Mira 2, modules 2 - 3.
You will take part in a short role play based on the topics, then you will answer
some questions on the topics mentioned above.
You will prepare a list of language that will be useful beforehand.
Useful vocabulary and phrases to revise can be found in Mira 1, pages 78-79, 96-97,
108, 114-115 and in Mira 2, 40-41 and 58-59.
Listening
A variety of task types eg. tick boxes, selecting pictures or words from a choice,
on a range of topics from Mira 1 modules 5/6 and Mira 2 module 3:
The weather
Free time activities
Sports
Places in town
Directions
Holidays
Also revise days of the week, months, numbers, colours, time, time
expressions, likes/dislikes – it is assumed you already know this vocabulary
from last year.
Adjectives are very important - revise adjectival agreements and
comparatives page 99 and 112. Mira 1.
Reading
As for listening
Writing
Topics: as above from Modules 5 - 6 Mira 1 and Modules 2 - 3 from Mira 2
Tasks:
One piece of short writing
One piece of longer writing
Translation of short sentences from English to Spanish
Language needed generally and for writing tasks:
Verb tenses – present, past and immediate future.
Regular ir/er/ar verbs in present tense (eg hablar/comer/escribir)
Verbs: ser/estar
Reflexive verbs: me despierto/me levanto/me ducho etc. (Mira 1, p.70)
Irregular verbs: tener/poder/querer/hacer/salir/ir/jugar
Immediate future: voy a ir/salir/hacer etc.
Opinions, reasons, connectives, time phrases
Useful phrases and grammar exercises to practice for revision are at the end of each
topic and end of the book, also helpful to revise Gramática’ boxes, vocab pages
Mira 1 – 24-25 and 42-43
Suerte – Señora Wright

Year 8 CLASSICAL CIVILISATION Examination
Exam length = 1 hour
It will consist of the following sections:
A ATHENS, TEMPLES & FESTIVALS
B GREEK DAILY LIFE
C THE WANDERINGS OF ODYSSEUS
D

ANCIENT OLYMPIC GAMES & GREEK THEATRE

There will be a mixture of ‘fill in the gap’, multiple-choice, labelling and extended
writing tasks.
 You will need to know:
1. ATHENS, TEMPLES & FESTIVALS – Revise the following notes: Ancient Greek
Temples including types of column and names for parts of a temple, the Birth
of Athena, The Acropolis (The Parthenon), Festivals for the Gods.
2. GREEK DAILY LIFE – Revise your notes on Greek houses, the role of
Athenian women, wedding ceremonies/marriage, childhood and
education.
3. THE WANDERINGS OF ODYSSEUS – Read over all the story
sheets (‘Introduction’, ‘Odysseus & the Cyclops’, ‘Circe, Sirens,
Underworld, Scylla & Charybdis’, ‘Homecoming’) and remind
yourself of the main characters and plot.
4. ANCIENT OLYMPIC GAMES AND THEATRE – Read the notes in your
exercise books, handouts and pages 56-59 in your ‘Greeks’ textbook.
Consider the Olympic events, religious elements and prizes; layout of the
theatre, costume/masks, type of plays and competition.
N.B. Look carefully at the trickier spellings (e.g. characters from the Odyssey,
Greek words for important rooms in houses etc.), but don’t worry too much –
as long as I can tell who/what you mean, that is fine.
AND FINALLY…
 CHECK you have ALL the necessary sheets and notes in your exercise
book to revise from.
 If you have any concerns or questions – PLEASE do come and see me
WELL BEFORE the day of your examination.
GOOD LUCK! MRS STEPHENS

Year 8 LATIN Examination
Exam length = 1 hour
It will consist of the following sections:
A Grammar section (multiple-choice)
B Comprehension questions based on a Latin passage
including translation of a few lines into English
C Vocabulary test
D Questions and short imaginative essay on the cultural background
 You will need to know:
1. Nouns – Declensions, what the nominative, accusative and dative cases
look like (singular & plural) and where they are translated in a sentence
(i.e. learn your noun table).
2. Regular Verbs – what the three tenses (present, imperfect and perfect)
look like and how they are translated (i.e. learn your verb table).
3. Irregular Verbs - Know how the verb ‘to be’ is translated in the present
and imperfect tenses, and be familiar with volo/nolo/possum from Stage
13.
4. Infinitives – How to recognise and translate them.
5. Comparatives and Superlatives. Basically all your grammar in Stages 113 inclusive.
6. The background information on: Gladiators (Stage 8); Baths (St.9);
Roman Education (St. 10) and the Eruption of Vesuvius (St. 12).
Learn 3 of these thoroughly and you can still get full marks!
7. The vocabulary checklists at the end of Stages 1 through to 13 inclusive
(i.e. all of them I’m afraid!).
AND FINALLY…
 Use the website www.cambridgescp.com to practise the
grammar and vocabulary interactively. Try revisiting some
of the stories we have translated in class as revision practice
too.
 CHECK you have ALL the necessary sheets and notes in your
exercise books to revise from.
 If you have any concerns or questions – PLEASE do come
and see me WELL BEFORE the day of your examination.
bonam fortunam! MAGISTRA STEPHENS

Year 8 GEOGRAPHY Examination

Tick when you have
learned this

Coasts
How coastal areas are used by people
How the coast is changed by waves
causing erosion and deposition
Features found at the coast - caves,
arches, stack, spit
Protecting the coast from erosion and
flooding
Climate Change
The causes and effects of global warming
How to reduce the problem
Population
Density and distribution – definitions and
reasons for the pattern of population
distribution over the world
Population growth – factors affecting birth
rates, death rates and natural change
China – population issues and changes in
China today
Population pyramids – recognise shape
Ageing population – issues arising from
too many old people
Skills
Pie charts, bar charts, climate graph (bar +
line), population pyramid
Locating places on a map

Year 8 HISTORY Examination
The Year 8 History examination is one hour in length, and carries a total of forty
marks. The aim of this sheet is to provide you with information on the format of
the exam as well as revision guidance.
There are THREE sections in the examination…
Section A
This consists of short answer questions. This section covers period from 1485 to
1700 (The beginning of the Tudors to the Industrial Revolution). You should aim
to spend around 12 minutes on this section, which is worth 11 marks out of the
overall total of forty marks.

Section B
This section consists of source-enquiry questions on aspects of the Slave Trade.
You should aim to spend around 30 minutes on these questions. Remember to
revise this topic thoroughly in order to give detailed answers. This section is
worth 19 marks out of the overall total of 40 marks.

Section C
This is an essay question on aspects of life during the Industrial Revolution. You
should aim to spend around 18 minutes on this section, which is worth 10
marks out of the overall total of 40 marks.

Year 8 RELIGIOUS STUDIES Examination
 Your Religious Studies examination is one hour.
 Look carefully at the number of marks allocated for each question and
use this as a guide as to how much to write. The more marks (e.g. 4
marks) the more detailed your answer needs to be.
 READ THE QUESTIONS CAREFULLY.
 Underline or highlight key words as you read the questions and answer all
parts of the question.
 Come prepared for the exam
 Always write in black pen. Pencil only for drawing.
 Keep an eye on the time. Turn over both sides of the paper to check you
have answered everything. If you don’t know an answer, have a go!
 Leave 5 minutes though to check your answers at the end.
 You will need to revise everything we have covered this year. You will be
asked factual questions as well as questions which require you to apply
your knowledge and think. When you are asked to express your opinion
you must back up your answer with reasons.
Buddhism
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The Life of the Buddha
The Noble Eightfold Path.
The Five Precepts.
The Four Noble Truths.
Meditation and mindfulness.

Creation Stories
1) Genesis 1- The Story of Creation.
2) Creation v Evolution.
3) Green issues and the environment.
The New Testament and the Life of Jesus
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Profile of Jesus of Nazareth.
The Birth of Jesus.
The Baptism of Jesus.
The Call of the First Disciples.
Parables.
Miracles.
Holy Week- The Last Week of Jesus’ Life.
The Resurrection of Jesus.

Year 8 ART Examination
This year the theme for Year 8 is:
Food and Drink
Preparatory studies are an important part of the examination. Year 8 will
develop their ideas in their sketch books for homework and during some lessons
in school. It is important to work through the examination checklist which all
girls have been issued with.
All preparatory work must be taken into the examination.
The examination will last two hours and the work may be in any materials.
The examination piece is worth 50% and the preparatory studies are worth 50%.
The examination piece must be produced in the Art Room. Remember that the
only help allowed with your work is from your Art teacher prior to the
examination.
Good luck!

Year 8 Computing Examination
For your end of year mark in Computing you will complete a project during two of
your normal ICT lessons which will test your computer skills. The time you will
have to complete the tasks will be 1h30. The total for this examination will be 50
marks.
The project will consist of two tasks.
Task 1: A short task which will include an ICT topic to research from the Internet
and a test of your touch-typing skills;
Task 2: A longer task which will follow on from what you have researched in Task
1 and which will test your application of computer software. Please be aware that
you will be marked on your use of correct spelling, punctuation and grammar.
What you need to revise:
It is not necessary to revise any specific topic for this examination; however it
might be a good idea to go over what is good practice for using colour, font, fontsize, layout etc. when communicating information gathered from the Internet.
In preparation for the examination, and to make sure you will not waste time,
whilst completing the tasks, you will need to test and check that you have all the
passwords for:



Login to the school computer system;



Foldr;



and Showbie.

Please note that you will be allowed to use your iPad during the examination.

GOOD LUCK!

Year 8 MUSIC Examination
The exam will have pieces played in it that you will have to answer questions on.
There will also be other questions with no music played. The examination will
be based upon topics covered this year:

Orchestral Instruments
You should know the 4 orchestral families – strings, woodwind, percussion and
brass and you should be able to identify instruments when listening as well as
write the instruments in orchestral score order.

Programmaticism
You should be able to remember composers we studied including Saint-Saens
(Danse Macabre, Carnival of the Animals), Dukas (The Sorcerer’s Apprentice).
You should be able to comment on how instruments were used in the pieces
when listening to them. For example – the melody in the Sorcerer’s Apprentice
was played by the bassoon and the melody in Danse Macabre starts in the violin.
You will be expected to label some key features on the Sorcerer’s Apprentice
score (this is in showbie).
Advert Music – Citroen
The music had a fast tempo, loud drum and bass, has 4 to the floor drum beat,
looped sections, riffs (repeated patterns) and hooks (catchy melodies)
It had a techno introduction that gradually got busier using bass drum and crash
cymbal before introducing a bass riff, chords and a melody on synthesised
instruments.
You will need to be able to label a diagram of Logic and Garageband.

Ragtime
Ragtime is a style of music from around 1900 influenced by both African and
Western music. The most famous composer is Scott Joplin (1868-1917) who
wrote The Entertainer, Maple Leaf Rag and many more! You performed The
Entertainer in pairs.
The Entertainer is a piece for solo piano and was originally performed on a
pianola (a player piano). The melody (the right hand) is syncopated (off beat and
jazzy rhythms) and has chromaticism (notes that don’t belong in the scale – extra
black notes in this example). The accompaniment is created using chord vamps

where you play the first note of the chord and then the other two notes
together. These two notes chords are called diads.
The African influence in the music is seen in the syncopated rhythms in the
melody and the Western Classical influence is seen in the on-beat chord vamp
accompaniment.
Pitch Notation
FACE in the space
Every Good Boy Deserves Football

Good Luck!

